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ABSTRACT
Jet production and electroweak vector boson production have been

observed in proton-antiproton collisions at the Fermilab Tevatron Col-
lider. The inclusive jet cross section has, been measured for jets up to
transverse energies of 400 GeV, and is compared to QCD predictions.
W and Z particle production has been observed and studies of their
masses are described.

*The collaborating institutions are listed in Appendix 1.
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1. Introduction.

The Standard Model uses gauge theories to describe the known forces in nature,
and predicts the properties of the vector bosons that mediate these forces. The
vector bosons include the gluon for quantum chromodynamics (QCD), and the W
and Z bosons of the electroweak model. High energy hadronic collisions provide
an excellent oportunity to study gauge bosons, as well as the basic constituents of
matter, quarks. Quarks and gluons manifest themselves as jets, and the inclusive
jet cross section tests the Standard Model, as well as investigating the possibility of
quark substructure. This work presents the measurement of the inclusive jet cross
section at v^ — l-8TeV by the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF), in addition
to preliminary studies of the masses of the W and Z bosons.

2. The Detector and Data Sample.

CDF has been described in detail elsewhere [1]. In the central pseudorapid-
ity region (|T7| < 1.1), charged particle tracking information is provided by eight
vertex TPC's and an 84 layer drift chamber in a 1.4 TeV magnetic field. Outside
the central tracking chambers are electrorfiagnetic (lead/scintillator) eand hadronic
(iron/scintillator) calorimeters. These calorimeters are constructed in a projective
tower geometry with a segmentation of 0.1 units in AT/ and 15° in A4> (azimuth).
The energy in the forward pseudorapidity regions (4.2 > \r]\ > 1.1) is measured
using a set of gas proportional calorimeters divided into EM and hadronic sections.
These calorimeters have a segmentation of 0.1 units in Arj and 5° in A<f>.

The data presented here were gathered between September 1988 and March
1989 with a 4-level trigger. The level-0 trigger requires a beam-beam coincidence
between small angle scintillator hodoscopes. In level-1, prompt signals from the
calorimeters are summed to form a trigger based on the total transverse energy
(Et), and the total transverse EM energy (EM Et). The level-2 trigger consists of
calorimeter cluster finders for both jets and electrons, as well as charged particle
track matching for electrons. In level-3, a set of VME-based processors allows
selection based on more sophisticated quantities such as calorimeter lateral sharing
of electron showers.

The triggers relevant to the inclusive jet data sample require 18 GeV of total
transverse energy in level-1, and a 20,40 or 60 GeV cluster in level-2. The 20 and
40 GeV triggers are prescaled. There is no level-3 requirement on these jet triggers
at present.

The trigger used for the study of W± —+ e^v-is the missing Et trigger which
requires 25 GeV of missing Et in level-2, and 15 GeV of "missing Et in level-3 after
removal of spurious noise pulses, and a cut to eliminate i£ismeasured back-to-back
dijets.

A diphoton trigger was used for the selection of Z" —• c+e~, which requires 6
GeV of total EM Et in level-1, and two EM clusters above 10 GeV in level-2. An
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EM cluster in level-2 requires the cluster (Total Et)/(EM Et) be less than 1.125.

3. Inclusive Jet Cross Section.

The determination of the inclusive jet cross section from this data sample uses
the same analysis procedures as were applied to our 1987 data [2]. Energy is asso-
ciated with a jet if it is within an TJ/4> cone of radius 0.7. An energy correction is
applied to all clusters that relates the parton energy to the cluster energy. Cuts are
made to remove backgrounds from cosmic rays and beam losses. The pseudorapid-
ity of the jets is restricted to -0.7 < t] < 0.7. Finally, the derived cross section is
corrected for the effect of jet energy resolution smearing the falling spectrum.

Figure 1 shows the inclusive cross section for jet production per unit rapidit}r

as a function of jet Et. The errors plotted on the points are a combination of
statistical (dominant at large Et) and Et dependent systematic errors. In addition,
there is an overall normalization uncertainty of 34%. The solid line is a leading-
order QCD prediction calculated using Duke and Owens Set II structure functions,
and evaluated at Q2 = E?/2. Also plotted (dotted line) is a prediction for the
inclusive jet cross section with composite quarks, using a four fermion interaction
of the form described in reference [3], with an effective scale of A* of 700 GeV.
This is our published compositeness limit derived from 1987 data, and is clearly
prohibited by 1988-89 data.

4. EM calorimeter energy scale.

The masses of the electroweak vector bosons, the W and the Z, are fundamen-
tal Standard Model parameters and can provide a precise test of the electroweak
theory. CDF will have enough W's and Z's with its 1988-1989 data sample that
the dominant uncertainty on their masses will be systematic, not statistical. The
principal systematic effect is expected to be the uncertainty in the energy scale of
the central electromagnetic calorimeter. This can be calibrated using the isolated
electrons from W decay and the measurement of their momenta in the central track-
ing chamber. The ratio of EM energy to track momenta (E/P) is compared to a
W simulation with both external and internal radiation. This comparison shows a
2.3% correction is necessary to the calorimeter energy scales. After this correction
is made, there is good agreement between data and simulation as shown in figure
2. However, a 2% difference between e+ and e~ data is observed, and the source of
this discrepancy is under investigation.

5. W and Z mass distributions.

After the triggers discussed in section 2 are satisfied, further requirements are
placed on the W, Z selection in the offline analysis. For the study of the W mass
by the process W± —* e^v, the following selection criteria are used:
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1) Electron Et > 25 GeV, Electron |T?| < 1,
2) Electron EM energy/total > 0.9,
3) Electron EM energy/track momenta < 1.4,
4) Electron fiducial cuts to avoid cracks and boundaries,
5) Event Missing Et > 25 GeV,
6) (Missing Et)/y/Scalar Et > 2.4 (VGeV), *
7) No jets above 7 GeV.

This gives 279 events with an integrated luminosity of 1.8 pb~l. Figure 3 shows
the transverse mass distribution Mt of the candidate W events, with
Ml "= 2E?ectronE?eutrino(l - cos(<f>tv)). E?tutrin° is measured with the event's
missing Et. Due to the 2% uncertainty in EM energy scales mentioned in section
4, no results for fits to the W mass are quoted at this time.

For the study of the Z mass by the process Z° —> e+e~ the following selection
criteria are used:

1) 2 electrons with Et > 10 GeV,
2) Both electrons \rj\ < 1,
3) Electron pair mass > 50 GeV. t
4) Electron EM energy/track momenta < 1.4,
5) Electron fiducial cuts to avoid cracks and boundaries.

0 This gives 32 events with an integrated luminosity of 2.4 pb~x. Figure 4 shows
the electron pair mass distribution for the selected Z events. As with the W mass,
no fits for the Z mass are quoted at this time.

7. Appendix 1.

ANL - Brandeis - University of Chicago - Fermilab - INFN, Frascati - Harvard
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Texas A&M - Tsukuba - University of Wisconsin
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Figure 1: Measured inclusive jet cross section. Statistical and the Et dependent

part of the systematic errors are plotted on the data points; an additional Et

independent normalization uncertainty is indicated. The solid line is the lead-

ing order QCD prediction using Duke and Owens Set II parton distributions,

and evaluated at Q2 = El/2. The dashed line is the same cross section with

an additional contact interaction caused by a composite structure of quarks,

with a mass scale, A* = 700 GeV.
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Figure 2: Electrons from W decay. The plot is the electron calorimeter en-

ergy divided by momenta as measured by the central tracking chamber. Both

electron data and W simulation (with photon radiation) are plotted.
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W transverse mass spectrum
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Figure 3: Transverse mass distribution for candidate W events, with the trans-

verse mass defined as Mf = 21£leetp<m£!?<tllp"">(l - cos{4>w)). E^utrinm is

measured with the event's missing transverse energy.



Electron pair mass
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Figure 4: Electron pair mass distribution for masses greater than 50 GeV. The

peak due to candidate Z events at approximate masses of 90 GeV is evident.


